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Abstract 

The transfusion of blood products is an essential and also a common therapeutic procedure used in veterinary medicine. 

Because blood transfusion is not a completely harmless therapeutic procedure, its usage requires a good amount of 

knowledge about the possible adverse effects and complications that may occur during this process. This kind of data is 

exactly what the present study brings to doctors attention, being based upon the management of various forms of 

transfusions reactions in canines which were given whole blood, erythrocyte concentrate (EC) or blood plasma (P). The 

main objectives were preventing, monitoring and treatment of this reaction type. The clinics included in this study 

reported multiple forms of transfusion reactions in canine patients, such as: severe tachycardia (no=5); passing 

hyperthermia (40°C) (no=5); emesis and melaena during transfusion (no=3); myoclonic head seizures and bruxism 

(no=1); delayed hemolytic anemia (AHI) (no=1); TRALI type respiratory syndrome (no=1). In most cases, these 

symptoms subsided after a few minutes from transfusion or stopped completely, except the last two cases, which presented 

severe reactions, without any response to treatment and resulting in death. This kind of complications resulted due to 

AHI condition in a patient with chronic renal failure (the diagnosis was based on pollakiuria, haematuria and 

BUN/creatinine ratio of 28.4) and the evolution of TRALI respiratory syndrome in another patient with malignant 

multicenter lymphoma (cytologically confirmed). The AHI type of post transfusion reaction diagnosis and management 

was done by monitoring the decreasing oscillations of the whole blood mass, after 3 transfusions with whole blood. The 

TRALI syndrome (Transfusion-Related Acute Lung Injury) diagnosis was based upon cytological examination and later, 

necropsy. 
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Introduction 
Transfusion adverse reactions are the most common complications after therapy with blood 

products, and in humans, they occur at least once in one hundred cases (Delaney et al., 2016; 
Ognean, 2017). Similar reactions with those encountered in humans have been frequently reported 
in pets, without a correct diagnosis and treatment in most of the cases. These kinds of reactions are 
commonly caused by transfusion incompatibility and sometimes by inappropriate storage or 
administration of blood products. The majority of the adverse reactions occur during the 
transfusion process or right after it and they present acute hemolytic, anaphylactic or allergic 
reactions. Apart from these evident reactions, there are types of complications that cannot be 
immediately identified, such as: delayed hemolytic reaction, immune and non-immune reactions, 
hypothermia, citrate intoxication or heart failure (Abrams-Ogg, 2000; Kohn et al., 2000; 
Hohenhaus, 2006; Ognean, 2017).  

Among the principles that stand upon prevention and management of adverse reactions, 
we mention selection of the best compatible donor patient, proper storage and handling of blood 
products, patient monitoring and care during transfusion process, immediate stopping of 
transfusion when adverse reactions occur, immediate treatment of allergic or anaphylactic reactions 
with antihistaminic or cortisone products; adding adrenergic and antipyretic medication to the 
treatment protocol in case of fever and intravenous use of calcium in case of citrate intoxication 
symptoms. 
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